In this essay, I shall examine how concepts relate to lexical meanings. My main focus will be on how we can appeal to concepts to give specific, cognitively rich contents to lexical entries, while at the same time using standard methods of compositional semantics. This is a problem, as those methods assume lexical meanings provide extensions, while concepts are mental representations that have very different structure from an extension. I shall propose a way to solve this problem, that casts concepts in a metasemantic role for certain expressions; notably verbs, but more generally, expressions that function as content-giving predicates in a sentence.
My main goal here is to solve a particular problem about how concepts can enter into semantic composition. But along the way, I shall also consider the broader question of how rich, and how closely tied to cognition, a lexical meaning should be. Philosophers, linguists, and psychologists have offered many different views on this, ranging from those that make lexical meanings just the concepts we might possess, to those that make lexical meanings just extensions, devoid of any cognitive significance. The proposal I shall offer allows us to have it both ways. It shows how we can see lexical meanings as importantly fixed by concepts, but at the same time, not having the internal structure of concepts, and having fully extensional and compositional properties. This, I shall argue, provides a better account of how concepts, drawn from the wider range of cognition, relate to language-specific lexical meanings. At the end of my discussion here, I shall look briefly at how we might make room for some cases of semantic externalism, while having concepts play this metasemantic role
The plan for this paper is as follows. In section 1, I discuss how familiar approaches to compositional semantics often provide uninformative lexical meanings. I review considerations favoring such approaches, that indicate ways lexical meanings might be cognitively thin. In section 2, I turn to reasons to think lexical meanings are closely linked to concepts, though this raises the problem of how they can enter into standard processes of semantic composition. I begin to build a solution to this problem in section 3. I review some ideas about how lexical entries are structured, and show how concepts can be linked to lexical roots in structured lexical entries. I develop this approach further in section 4. I show how lexical roots can be treated as variables, whose values are set by concepts. This allows roots to enter into semantic composition. In section 5, I show how this casts concepts in a metasemantic role, and how it helps to balance the considerations in favor of cognitively thin lexical meanings with those in favor of close connections between lexical meanings and concepts. I also consider how there might be room for semantic externalism on the approach I advocate. I conclude briefly in section 6.
Composition and Lexical Meaning
One of the great accomplishments of semantics over the past 80 odd years has been to understand much of how semantic composition works. Indeed, this is one of the hallmarks of what is sometimes called 'formal semantics', or sometimes even 'compositional semantics'. It is also sometimes called 'truthconditional semantics', and that is important for the main issue of this paper. Though there remain some open questions about how composition works, both in foundations and in details, there is one important overarching insight: truth conditions, and contributions of phrases to truth conditions, enter easily into well-understood composition mechanisms. When we approach semantics truth-conditionally, semantic composition works smoothly and easily.
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The point here is entirely familiar. To remind us how semantic composition typically works consider the sorts of things we see now in many papers and textbooks, like: This happens to be composition by function application, which generalizes to a large number of cases. Like many others, I myself doubt it is the only form of composition there is, but it is a central case, and it illustrates how simple composition can be in truth-conditional semantics.
3 In truth-conditional semantic theories, composition just works.
1 Of course, I am talking about the project started with Tarski (1935) , developed by Carnap (1947) , Cresswell (1973) , Davidson (1967) , Lewis (1970) , and Montague (1973) , and then many others. There are currently textbooks where you can find overviews of some of the flavors of truth-conditional semantics, by Chierchia & McConnell-Ginet (2000) , Heim & Kratzer (1998) , and Larson & Segal (1995) . There remains some debate about options for composition mechanisms. Much semantics currently follows the Fregean and Montagovian tradition of making it primarily function application, as stressed in e.g. the type-driven approach of Klein & Sag (1985) . The other option, identified with the neoDavidsonian tradition, puts more weight on thematic rules and conjunction (e.g. Higginbotham, 1985; Pietroski, 2002) . I shall use the type-driven approach as my main example, though I doubt all that much of what I argue here depends on the choice.
2 Here I mostly follow the influential presentation of Heim & Kratzer (1998) , though up to some notational details, you find something similar in many many works in semantics. Semantic values are indicated by double brackets · . In displays and formulas, I let context disambiguate use and mention, but where it is helpful, I put linguistic items in italics. Thus, Ann is the semantic value of Ann.
3 For some interesting comments on the likely range of semantic composition principles, see von Fintel & Matthewson (2008) . In joint work in progress with Jeffrey C. King, we argue in favor of a specific family of composition principles distinct from function application. As I am taking Heim and Kratzer's presentation as an example, it should be noted that they do not limit composition to function application either.
The kinds of meanings given for smokes above are common in works focusing on compositional semantics. But, it is obvious that they are somewhat uninformative. The clause ' smokes = λx.x smokes' sheds little (though not zero!) light on the meaning of smokes. It represents features of its argument structure. It also states its extension, which is an important feature of meaning, no doubt. But for all that, there is something theoretically lacking in this kind of clause. It states the extension in a way that is theoretically uninformative, and fails to explain much of anything about the meaning. This has been the subject of much discussion, and I shall not revisit it here, except to note that if you are really interested in lexical semantics (i.e. analyzing meanings in the major lexical categories), and are interested in theoretically robust explanations of how lexical meaning works, you should not find the clause for smokes to be adequate as it stands.
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Providing an extension for a predicate, or in intensional settings an intension, etc., works perfectly for semantic composition. This is important, as having semantic composition work easily is one of the great advantages of truth-conditional semantics. But when it comes to explaining lexical meaning, simply providing an extension in the way we did for smokes is theoretically less than satisfying.
Here we see a significant split over whether this is a problem, and if so, how to respond to it. There is a temptation, embraced by some theorists, to think that what is left out in (1) has something to do with concepts. After all, we seem to want to link lexical meanings to cognitively richer representations than these simple statements of extensions provide, and concepts offer a very natural way to do so. More than a temptation, this is a serious theoretical commitment of a number of approaches to lexical semantics, as I shall discuss more in the next section.
On the other hand, some theorists conclude that there is not really a problem here, and that we simply see that semantic content is less rich than some might have expected it to be. Indeed, many theorists had independent reasons to expect lexical meanings to be little more than extensions to begin with. The most striking form of this view, of course, is direct reference theory. As is very familiar, direct reference holds that the semantic content of many terms-often proper names, demonstratives, or indexicals-are just their bearers. Part of the point of such theories is to separate meanings from any descriptions an agent might have of an object, or any other kind of cognitive representation they might have. As Salmon (e.g. Salmon, 2005b) and Soames (e.g. Soames, 2002) put it, semantic content for direct reference theorists is 'non-descriptional'. Though we do not always think of concepts as descriptions these days, the point still applies: the whole idea is to separate the semantic content from anything like a concept at all.
For singular terms, especially proper names, this is commonplace. Following the lead of Kripke (1980) and Putnam (1975a) , direct reference theorists have sought to extend the view to at least some predicates. With Putnam, they usually take natural kind terms like gold or tiger (appearing as nouns) to refer to kinds, taken as abstract things. Various direct reference theorists have considered extending the idea to terms for phenomena like heat or magnitude terms like energy, to adjectives like red or loud, and to verbs including grow. There are a number of technical complications for these proposals that direct reference theorists have explored over the years. We will not need to dwell on the details here. Rather, I merely note that the model of direct reference might be applied to at least some predicates, and that the idea has been taken up in earnest by some theorists.
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Direct references theories represent one line of thinking about meaning, which seeks to remove concepts, or any kinds of mental representation or descriptions believed by speakers, from the semantic content of expressions. Let us call meanings that downplay the role of any mental representations of speakers cognitively thin. Direct reference then takes the strong position that for many expressions, meanings are maximally thin. At least some predicates, according to direct reference theories, likewise maximally thin.
Direct reference theory is one clear source of cognitively thin semantics, but it is far from the only one. Semantic externalism provides another sort of motivation. Famously, Putnam (1975a, p. 227) concluded, "Cut the pie any way you like, 'meanings' just aint in the head !" If we were to think 5 See the extensive discussions in Salmon (2005b) and Soames (2002) , and Salmon's reply to Soames (Salmon, 2005a) . See also the classic discussions of Donnellan (1973) and Kaplan (1973) . Specifically, Kripke and Putnam both propose extending the model to color adjectives, Kripke proposes extending it to natural phenomenon terms and other adjectives, and Putnam to magnitudes and some verbs. All these suggestions are for ways the view might be extended, and not fully worked out analyses. In a related vein, BenYami (2001) has proposed treating kind terms as plural referring expressions. See also the reply by Contessa (2007) . For a view that generally disassociated semantics and cognition, see Soames (1989) .
that the meaning of a word is a concept, then by any understanding, we would go against Putnam's dictum. More pressing, however we come down on the general issue of semantic externalism, the arguments Putnam and others have offered raise some specific challenges for the idea that meanings are concepts. Putnam offers cases, focusing on natural kinds, where the descriptions speakers might believe do not fix the correct extension for the kind. We need something from the external environment, not a concept or anything else about the speaker's mental states to do so. Modern theories of concepts often do not invoke descriptions meant to provide necessary and sufficient conditions, but the point still stands, and if anything, can be made more extreme by some approaches to concepts. It is not clear if we can always expect concepts to correctly determine extensions (or intensions) for predicates. This problem arises even if we depart from a strict direct reference approach to the semantic content of predicates.
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Though there may be something theoretically unsatisfying about lexical entries that simply provide extensions, we thus also have reasons we might prefer them. As I already mentioned, they easily figure into semantic composition, while as we will see in a moment, concepts do not do this very easily. We have externalist arguments that putting too much weight on cognitive representations can get extensions, and so truth conditions wrong. And we have challenges, perhaps inspired by direct reference theories, to whether cognitive representations like concepts have any place in linguistic meaning to begin with. These points all apply to predicates and other major lexical categories.
In the next section, I shall review some reasons to think that in fact we should see concepts as linked to lexical meanings, especially for verbs and other predicates. I shall go on to present a way of doing so that answers the challenges we have seen here, by using concepts in the metasemantics of predicates. I shall concentrate mostly on the issue of semantic composition, and how we can connect concepts to lexical entries in a way that allows us to retain standard modes of semantic composition. I shall then, more briefly, address concerns about externalism, and general questions about how much cognitive content we should allow into linguistic meaning.
Words and Concepts
In this section, I shall develop the idea that word meanings are closely related to concepts, and explain more fully the issue this raises for compositional semantics. But first, I should pause to specify what I mean by 'concept'. I shall follow the standard approach in philosophy of mind and cognitive psychology, and assume that concepts are mental representations. They are units that are active in thinking, and contribute content to cognitive states. As such, they are part of our cognitive repertoire.
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Current research on concepts, mostly from cognitive science, considers a range of different kinds of conceptual representations, each of which offers a view of the nature of concepts.
8 For instance, prototype views, stemming from work of Rosch (e.g. Hampton, 1979 Hampton, , 1993 Prinz, 2002; Rosch, 1978; Rosch & Mervis, 1975; Smith & Medin, 1981) think of concepts as prototypes, comprised of features. For the concept BIRD, for instance, we might expect fly, wings, feathers, etc. Features are weighted, which is important for explaining empirical results about typicality effects. Categorization is done by applying some similarity metric that compares weighted features of something be categorized with the prototype. Importantly, this gives concepts a graded or probabilistic nature.
There are a number of different approaches to concepts in the current literature, and I shall not try to choose between them, except to follow current research where it suggests some particular way of representing some particular concept. Related to prototype views are examplar views, where individual examples of what falls under concept, rather than features, are stored in memory (Medin & Schaffer, 1978; Nosofsky, 1986 Nosofsky, , 1992 . Somewhat different, in certain respects, are theory views (e.g. Carey, 1985 Carey, , 2009 Gopnik & Meltzoff, 1997; Keil, 1989; Murphy & Medin, 1985; Rips, 1989) . This approach sees concepts as mental theories. The theories are often described as 'mini-theories' (Rips, 2011) , as they are limited in scope. They often represent people's ideas about what makes something fall under a con-cept and say something about what the normal properties of those things are. They can involve laws or explanatory mechanisms, or relate multiple concepts. Of course, these are barely gestures towards some complex views, and there have been many updates and modifications to them over the years. (The references in footnote 7 indicate some of these.) But this brief gesture will be enough to introduce how cognitive psychology sees concepts.
There is one point that will be especially relevant as we go forward. Concepts are mental representations, but they (typically) characterize real-world things. As sometimes put, concepts determine categories of things. I shall reserve 'category' for the collection of things categorized together by a concept, and 'concept' for the mental representation itself. This terminology is reasonably commonplace, though not always observed strictly. It should be stressed though, that when psychologists talk about categories, it is often linked to behavior, i.e. how agents will categorize objects, according to some concepts.
9 How concepts-mental representations-can fix categories, and how this relates to extensions, has been the focus of philosophy more than psychology (e.g. narrow content, long-arm versus two-factor theories, etc.).
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I shall assume concepts do fix categories somehow, and shall not dwell on how they do so. I shall return to some issues about how this relates to extensions when we reconsider externalism in section 5.
With this brief gesture toward theories of concepts, we can get back to the main point. Faced with an unsatisfying lexicon in textbook-standard truth-conditional semantic theories, there is a great temptation to think that appeal to concepts might be the right way to enrich the lexicon. To many, this seems like a natural idea. After all, concepts seem to provide just the kinds of richer representations of content that our extensions do not. To many, especially in psychology and psycholinguistics, a natural starting point for research is the idea that a word is essentially a pairing of a concept with a sound (and a syntactic category, and morphology, etc.). This makes a concept for all intents and purposes the meaning of the word. After all, as is often noted, words have some pretty obvious connections to thought, and when we communicate with words, we often do so to affect thought (e.g. Murphy, 2002) . If concepts are units of thought, it is then overwhelmingly tempting to think they are also the meanings of the words we use to convey thoughts.
In addition to intuitive appeal and conceptual arguments, there is also a substantial body of data indicating close connections between word meanings and concepts. Surveys like those by Murphy (1991 Murphy ( , 2002 or Vigliocco & Vinson (2007) all list a variety of sorts of data, including priming and typicality effects, imaging data, and so on. Numerous studies of word learning rely on associations with concepts in various ways (e.g. Bloom, 2000; Clark, 1983) . I shall not go into the details, as others have done that very well. I simply pause to note that the idea that word meanings and concepts share a close connection is backed up by real data. Lots of it.
Of couse, like all data pertaining to something as complex as the human mind, this data can be complicated, and there is also evidence that the connection between words and concept is not simple. One of those same surveys (Vigliocco & Vinson, 2007) notes cases where impairments in linguistic tasks have been observed without impairments in conceptually related non-verbal tasks. As stressed by Murphy (2002) , phenomena of polysemy, together with the wide range of concepts an agent might store, raise some complicated questions about how to map words-or more specifically, phonological shapes-to concepts. These sorts of findings tell us that the mapping from words to concepts must be more complex than the most simple options would provide. Nonetheless, both empirical research and theoretical considerations still points to a strong link between word meaning and concepts.
We thus have strong grounds, both theoretical and empirical, to associate words with concepts, and also some evidence that the way that association is established may be complicated. In sections to follow, I shall describe the way I think that association is made. It will be somewhat indirect, establishing a link between word meanings and cognitively rich concepts, but not making them identical. That, as I mentioned, will help address issues of composition, and help balance the pressures to relate word meanings to concepts with pressures toward cognitively thin meanings.
The arguments for cognitively thin theories, like direct reference theory, focus mainly on such expressions as names, demonstratives, and so on, though as I mentioned, there are proposal to extend them more widely. The evidence I mentioned that strongly suggests links between lexical meanings and concepts is, for the most part, drawn from studies and theoretical considerations relating to verbs and nouns-core lexical categories. It is thus open to hold direct reference theories for e.g. demonstratives and names, but a view of nouns and verbs that links them to concepts. Kind terms, of course, are a point of overlap between concept-oriented theories and cognitively thin theories, and will raise special issues. But generally, I do suspect that the evidence relating lexical meanings to concepts is a reason not to extend extreme cognitively thin theories, like direct reference theory, to lexical categories in full. The proposal I shall offer does allow some of the virtues of cognitively thin theories, though it is no doubt not in the spirit of direct reference. This, I shall argue, is the right result, allowing us to account for evidence both for and against concept-oriented accounts of meaning for lexical categories.
Before getting to these issues, I shall focus on how concepts can enter into semantic composition. We are now in a position to sharpen the problem here. We saw above in section 1 how standard truth-conditional theories easily provide for semantic composition, in the form of function-argument composition, and perhaps a few more forms. These rely on extensions to compose in familiar functional ways (or intensions, of course). Concepts, we have now seen more clearly, are not the sorts of things that enter into these kinds of semantic processes, quite generally. We have seen a number of proposals about what sorts of mental representations concepts might be: prototypes, examplars, theories, etc. But none of these are the sorts of things that enter into standard forms of semantic composition. A structure of examplars or prototypes, perhaps with a similarity metric, is just not the kind of thing that enters into function-argument composition, or any of the other forms of composition common in semantics. The same goes for theories, or more abstract ways of modeling these mental representations. This is the problem to which I shall propose a solution soon.
To stress, this is a somewhat different problem than the much-discussed one of how concepts can compose with each-other.
11 That is a problem, and an interesting one. But it is a different problem. That one takes two concepts and tries to combine them in a way appropriate for concepts; whereas my concern here is how a concept can enter into semantic composition as we know it.
To address the problem about concepts and composition, and issues about how cognitively rich the content of predicates should be, we need to turn to some ideas about the lexical semantics of predicates. It is to these we now turn.
Structure and Concepts in the Lexicon
I shall in this section review some ideas about how lexical entries are structured, and discuss where concepts might relate to such structured lexical entries. This will form the basis for an explanation of how concepts relate to word meanings, which I shall use to try to solve the various problems we have seen.
The meanings of words in the major lexical categories (nouns, verbs, adjectives), according to most current approaches in lexical semantics, are complicated. According to many approaches, in particular, lexical entries for these sorts of words are highly structured entities. This has been most extensively explored for verbs. Here is a good illustration, using a lexical entry for the verb open:
This specific structure follows Levin and Rappaport Hovav (Levin & Rappaport Hovav, 1995 Rappaport Hovav & Levin, 1998) , but many different theories posit some such kind of structure (e.g. Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Pinker, 1989; Jackendoff, 1990; Wunderlich, 1997) . This is an example of lexical decomposition. This particular one is event-oriented, and decomposes the causative verb open into a complex description of related events. There are many linguistic reasons for positing such internal structure. It helps to explain how lexical items group into linguistically significant classes; it helps to explain what entailments words in those classes show; and it helps to explain how syntax and semantics interact, especially, how predicates project their arguments in syntax. It is surely a non-trivial assumption that lexical entries are structured, but it is one that has received enough discussion in the recent literature that I shall take it for granted.
12 Though the details will not matter, I shall continue to take the influential Levin and Rappaport Hovav approach as my example of how lexical entries are structured.
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The example of the decomposition of a causative verb shows the features of the lexicon that will be important as we go forward. Lexical decomposition provides what I like to call packaging within the lexicon. In our example, we start with a root element OPEN. But that does not by itself tell you what the verb means. The root here is a state, so it does not even offer the content of a causative.
14 The decomposition puts the root element in a structural frame, in our example built out of the elements CAUSE, BECOME, and ACT. The familiar story from lexical semantics is that there is a highly limited range of such structural elements, and they are responsible for the grammatically significant aspects of the expression. For instance, the frame exhibited above built from CAUSE, BECOME, and ACT characterizes causatives (or in Levin and Rappaport Hovav's taxonomy, an 'externally caused change of state'). Families of lexical entailments are expected to follow from the structural frame that packages a root, as are the ways the expression projects arguments.
What will be important for us going forward is that the packaging part of a lexical entry is distinctively linguistic. It is built from a small number of linguistically distinct primitives, and explains the linguistically significant aspects of the entry. It should be no surprise that most of the work in lexical semantics within linguistics focuses on the packaging.
What about the roots? These are elements like OPEN in the sample lexical entry above? These are certainly important, as they give each expression its distinctive meaning. For instance, there are a huge number of causative verbs that fit the structural frame illustrated above. They each mean something different, because they package a different root in that same frame.
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13 I am here using Levin and Rappaport Hovav's notation, though as this is just an example of how a lexical entry may be structured, I shall not put too much weight on that notation. As we shall discuss more in a moment, they put structural elements, like CAUSE in capitals, and root elements like OPEN in capital italics. Though this is mere notation, it is evocative of the notation for concepts. Of course, what the connections between these components of a lexical entry and concepts really are is precisely what we are exploring here.
14 It is interesting, and probably important, that causatives seem to involve stative roots. See the discussion in Pietroski (2010 Pietroski ( , 2012 , and some remarks in my (2011) .
15 The term 'root' is used in a number of ways. There is a customary use in morphology that is different than the one here (Aronoff, 1994) . The term 'root' for lexical roots is Roots, however, function (almost) atomically as far as grammar is concerned (cf. Grimshaw, 2005) . The grammatically significant properties of a lexical entry are determined by its packaging, with virtually no contribution from the root element.
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Combining these two observations, as I have argued elsewhere (Glanzberg, 2011 (Glanzberg, , 2014 , we may treat roots as the points where concepts enter the lexicon.
17 If each root is linked to a concept, then we can explain how lexical items get their distinctive, idiosyncratic meanings, and how they display the kinds of rich conceptual structure in cognition we discussed in section 2. To account for the atomicity of conceptual structure in grammar, however, it is best to treat roots as pointers to concepts. Assume, for a moment, that the lexicon is part of a modular language faculty, and that most concepts that provide root meanings are extra-linguistic; i.e. not part of the language faculty proper. If so, then roots function as cross-module pointers, linking a lexical item in the language faculty to a concept outside of the language faculty.
18 This idea explains why the internal structure of a concept, be it prototype structure, theory structure, or anything else, is not evident linguistically. As all that is within the domain of the language faculty is a (typed) pointer, roots function atomically as far as linguistic structure is concerned.
The lexicon, according to this view, can be described in terms of pointers and packaging. Following the tradition in lexical semantics, lexical entries have structural frames. These package roots, and thereby determine a range of grammatical and other linguistically encoded features of lexical items. The roots themselves are pointers, that function to link a lexical items to extraoften attributed to Pesetsky (1995) , and is taken up by Levin & Rappaport Hovav (2005) .
16 One qualification here is that roots appear to be typed (though just how finely-grained their typing is remains, I believe, unclear). As we will see, this does help support semantic composition. It is a departure from the claim that roots are linguistically atomic, but not a large one. As far as I know, no significant grammatical fact about a lexical item flows from the type of its root, rather than the nature of the packing in which a root of that type appears.
17 Though he does not put the point quite the same way, related ideas are discussed by Pietroski (2010 Pietroski ( , 2012 . I am, clearly, much more sanguine about truth-conditional compositional semantics than Pietroski is, and my pointers are not concepts introduced by lexicalization, as Pietroski's 'I-concepts' are. Nonetheless, there are important points of overlap between our views, especially on the cross-module nature of lexical meaning.
18 Less than a fully modular view of the language faculty is needed to support this sort of picture. Clearly, some domain specificity is required, as we need to make sense of a cross-domain pointer, but other aspects of modules are not crucial. See Collins (2004) for some discussion of these issues. linguistic concepts. This offers a clean division of labor between distinctively linguistic aspects of cognition and our wider cognitive abilities, and it captures the combination of regular structure and idiosyncrasy we find in the lexicon. As I argued in Glanzberg (2014) , it also explains patterns in where we find good explanations in our linguistic theories, answerable to linguistic data, and where we do not.
4 Composition in the Lexicon
According to the pointers and packaging approach, roots act as pointers to concepts. Those concepts are whatever they are, but the evidence suggests they take the form of graded representations, perhaps based on examplars or prototypes; or they may be more like theories. Regardless, as I already mentioned, we have representations that do not naturally enter into the wellunderstood processes of semantic composition. They do not figure easily into function-argument composition, for instance.
19 As I mentioned, the general idea of lexical decomposition is adopted quite widely. The particular place that concepts have in the pointers and packaging view I endorse is more distinctive. It differs from the influential 'conceptual semantics' approach due to Jackendoff (e.g. Jackendoff, 1983 , in several ways. For instance, it does not posit a distinct level of conceptual structure, as conceptual semantics does. Moreover, analyzing a lexical entry is not analyzing a concept, on my approach, as concepts are not even parts of lexical entries. Likewise, lexical entries can be taken to be fully within the language faculty, and not part of a broad interface with cognition. Only roots provide such interfaces, on my view. Perhaps most importantly, as I shall discuss more below, I make many fewer internalist assumptions than Jackendoff does. Concepts are mental representations, but I assume they can have referential properties, and typically determine real-world categories, which can function as extensions. Likewise, as I shall also stress, the pointers and packaging approach is fully embedded in the general project of truthconditional semantics.
My approach has more affinities with the 'two-level semantics' of Bierwisch, Lang, Wunderlich, and others (e.g. Bierwisch, 1982; Bierwisch & Schreuder, 1992; Lang & Maienborn, 2011) . I believe we share similar motivations, and a similar perspective on how language and the rest of cognition connect in the lexicon. We do make some different assumptions. For instance, I do not posit the level of Semantic Form (SF) they do, and we wind up with somewhat different specific divisions between distinctly linguistic and conceptual elements. I have opted for a Levin and Rappaport Hovav-style presentation of structural elements, which differ somewhat from the semantic features of the two-level approach (e.g. Bierwisch, 2011) , but this is more for illustration than a firm commitment on my part for what the right inventory of such elements will ultimately be.
But, the way roots function as pointers offers a solution to this problem. Along the way, it will allow me to clarify the notion of a pointer. In short, what roots provide are variables of the right semantic type. The concept to which a root points serves to constrain the value of the variable. In the best cases, it simply sets the value.
Before explaining this let me highlight one more assumption. I assume that the structural elements that form the packaging in the lexicon are already integrated into semantic composition. This is widely assumed (though not always noted by researchers mainly interested in the lexicon itself).
Let me mention one example, which can quickly illustrate the point. Take the BECOME element used in the structural frame of a causative verb above. A simplified version of a common sort of analysis of BECOME looks like:
(4) BECOME(P )(x)(e) = 1 iff P (x)(init(e)) = 0 ∧ P (x)(fin(e)) = 1
This sort of analysis stems from Dowty (1979) (and more recently Krifka (1998) ; Parsons (1990) ; Rothstein (2004) , emphasizing events). It tells us that e is an event of x becoming P if at the initial point of e, x is not P , while at the final point it is. Similar work has been done on CAUSE (Dowty, 1979; Thomason, 2014) , though causation has proven an extremely difficult topic, to say the least.
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This sort of analysis, or anything like it, places BECOME easily within the scope of familiar compositional semantics. BECOME is a function on events and predicate extensions, and composes with them by functionargument composition. It will interact with other structural elements in whatever ways turn out appropriate. I shall assume that some compositional analyses of structural elements are to be found. As I mentioned, with elements like CAUSE we may not yet possess the final analysis, but it is plausible enough that packaging is compositionally tractable, and amenable to semantic analysis. I shall assume it is.
21
20 Again, the philosophy literature is too big to list. See the many references in Paul & Hall (2013) .
21 As a referee notes, there are a number of further questions we might ask about lexical entries and their relations to concepts. I assume, as most do, that lexical entries are stored units that figure into linguistic (syntactic, semantic, phonological, etc.) processes. They are thus, in a wide sense, units of cognition. I hesitate to label them concepts, as these tend to be thought of as representing categories, and I do not think lexical entries do that. (For instance, the syntactic features in a lexical entry do not, on my opinion.) Structural elements that provide packaging, like BECOME, do have contents. As such, it might be reasonable to label them as concepts, as indeed the capital letters notation If that is so, then our focus returns again to roots. In the above analysis, P is just where the root element figures compositionally. Composition here requires an ordinary predicate P . As we are, for discussion purposes, working in an extensional framework, we expect P to be an extension. But what we are given in decompositions like (3) is a root, like OPEN. I glossed this as a pointer to a concept. Concepts, as we saw in section 3, are not the sorts of things that enter into semantic composition, and they are not extensions. They are structures of prototypes or theories, etc. A pointer does not help matters. It points to a concept, but the function of pointing is not so easy to integrate into semantic composition either. So, the concern is how we are to make semantic composition within the lexicon proceed; and moreover, to make it proceed easily, as it is supposed to.
The solution is to treat the root semantically as a variable. In the analysis of BECOME above, we see a variable P just where the root is expected to be. I suggest we take this at face value. A root is then a variable. But as a pointer, its value is set by the concept to which it points. It will be convenient to illustrate this with a slightly different example, where more is known about the concept to which the root points. Ironically, a good example is the much-discussed case of the verb kill : 22 seems to suggest. As far as it goes, this is fine. But it is important to my view that they are very different in nature than the concepts that typically provide roots. As I have explored more in other work, they are distinctively linguistic. This is so in several respects. First, as has been often observed, they have slightly different contents than their ordinary counterparts (as Dowty (1979) observed for CAUSE). More importantly for me, their contents are amenable to linguistic analysis. As I discussed more in my (2014), we see this most clearly in the case of functional elements like determiners and tense, which get rich detailed extensional analyses in semantic theory. The example of BECOME reminds us the same goes for structural elements in the lexicon. Hence, these kinds of elements have their contents fully specified by the language faculty. That they are amenable to truth-conditional analysis by ordinary semantic means shows this. They are thus fully part of the language faculty, and we need not look outside the language faculty to fully understand their properties. As best as we can tell, they are not accessed outside the language faculty either. This is very different from the concepts that fix roots, which I have described as extra-linguistic. These do not typically have truth-conditional analyses, and work in ways that are genuinely different from linguistic items. They are thus, as I have put it, genuinely outside the language faculty. There may be some developmental connections between linguistic and extra-linguistic items, though this is not certain. It is an intriguing observation that causation is a concept that both appears in some for very early in development (see e.g. Carey (2009) for some overview), and also appears in another form as a distinctively linguistic element.
22 Ironically, as Fodor (1970) argued against lexical decomposition using just this exam-
The structural frame here for a causative is just the same as before. The only difference is that the root has switched to DEAD. I shall assume the analysis of BECOME above, and focus on the way the root DEAD composes with it. As we saw, what we need in composition is a variable P . Its type is an ordinary predicate of individuals, though as we are building a verb meaning, it is useful to also give it an even argument. Hence, we have a predicate variable P (x)(e). This can compose with BECOME directly. Having a pointer like DEAD simply means having a variable P (x)(e) with a rule that the concept DEAD to which it is linked constrains the value of the variable. But how does a concept do this? The basic idea is that it does by fixing a category, and at least in favorable cases, the category simply is the needed extension for the variable. So, we might expect P (x)(e) iff x is in the category fixed by DEAD at the specified point in e. Semantically, a root is a variable, but with a constraint on how its value is set.
The important feature of this proposal is that it allows a concept to contribute to the meaning of a lexical item, without the structure of the concept itself needing to figure into semantic composition. The concept fixes the value of a variable, but the variable is of an ordinary semantic type, and easily enters into semantic composition. So, when we have a concept that can function to set the value of a variable, the pointers and packaging approach works around the problems of how to make concepts enter into compositional semantics.
Are concepts really able to do the job of fixing values of variables? In favorable cases, they can. In such cases, the category fixed by a concept will simply be the extension assigned to the variable. The root concept DEAD provides a good example of how this works. It is no surprise that psychologists have studied the concept of DEATH extensively, and from Piaget onwards, developmental psychologists have studied how children represent death. (I follow Carey (1985) ; Slaughter et al. (1999) . See references therein.) We know that young children represent some forms of biological concepts. The mature concepts of life and death emerge by around age 10. In this case, the concepts can be represented as a kind of theory. Its components include:
ple. Changes in the details of how lexical decomposition works over the years has made for much more robust analyses. See, for instance, Harley (2012) for more discussion. Some of these elements are made most vivid by comparison with the concepts of younger children. At certain points, for instance, younger children treat death as a being in some other place or state, and so not fully incorporating irreversibility. Young children's concept of death also involves a significant behavioral component, relating to lack of motion. So, young children have difficulty applying the concept to plants, and seem to miss the idea of cessation of bodily function (e.g. Nguyen & Gelman, 2002) . Theories may not be the right things to enter into function-argument composition, but they are well suited to determining categories. The theory constrains what falls in the category, in the obvious way, by telling us what those things have to be like. Something x is dead iff x was living and has irreversibly ceased bodily function, etc. What is striking, in this case, is that the theory seems to do the job perfectly. Up to some hard cases that biologists themselves tend to have trouble categorizing (virus, prions, etc.) , the theory that provides our mental representation fixes the right category of dead things. That category is just the class of dead things. That then figures as the value of a variable P in semantic composition. We thus get the extension we need, by way of a concept which is not itself in the form of an extension.
I mentioned in section 2 that I would assume that (somehow) concepts determine categories. The importance of this assumption should now be clear. Categories are grouping of appropriately related objects, and so are reasonable candidates to be extensions, in favorable cases. In the case of DEATH, I have followed a number of authors (e.g. Carey, 1985; Slaughter et al., 1999) in representing the concept of death as a theory. This example illustrates the favorable case nicely, as it shows how natural it is for a concept (in the form of a theory) to fix a category that appears to provide a correct extension. But the moral, that in favorable cases a concept determines a category which can fix the value of a variable, is not specific to theory-like representations. A collection of features providing a prototype would do equally well. The extension would be the things having the features, or a sufficient number of them. Likewise for other approaches to concepts. The general point is that whatever the internal structure of a mental representation is, we do not need to put that structure in the lexicon for the concept to play a role in fixing the content of a word. This is the main payoff of the pointers view.
I have repeatedly described the situation we see with the root concept DEATH as a favorable case. It is favorable because it is a case where the mental representation seems able to accurately determine an extension for a root variable. But it is not at all clear that most concepts will be able to do this fully. At the very least, many concepts show typicality effects, which in turn might lead to categories with graded structure rather than standard extensions. To give one familiar example, if we start with a concept like BIRD, we may find it fails to clearly categorize penguins one way or another.
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There are a number of ways we might try to address this issue. First, we might ask if some expressions might simply wind up with some graded structure in their meanings, inherited from the ways their root variables are fixed. If so, we will have to find a way to incorporate those into composition. We still get a substantial payoff from the pointers proposal. It would not be the structure of the concept (still examplars, prototypes, etc.) that would have to be incorporated; rather, it would be a graded or partial category which would be incorporated as a graded or partial extension. Fortunately, we have a lot of practice working with graded or partial extensions. The literature on vagueness has shown a number of approaches to doing so: degree theories, many-valued logics, supervaluations, partial predicate theories, and so on.
24 Though many of these call for modifications of composition principles, the basic structure of function-argument composition is preserved. Graded or partial extensions pose substantial problems, but they do figure into reasonably well-understood semantic composition processes. I do not want to minimize the challenges this issue still poses: finding the right way to work with graded extensions that track the structure of graded categories remains a very difficult task. But, it is not a task that undermines our basic grip on semantic composition, and so, I believe, the pointers proposal makes progress in understanding how concepts enter into semantic composition, even with that task still to be accomplished.
There are other options we might consider, which would lead to non-graded classical extensions being fixed, at least on occasions of use. If, for instance, we expect a concept to provide a similarity metric, we could ask context to provide a cut-off point for membership in terms of that metric. We could also ask context to help fix values in other ways. One such option might be to work with richer locally constructed concepts, perhaps like the ad hoc concepts discussed by Barsalou (1983 Barsalou ( , 1987 Barsalou ( , 1991 .
25 I am skeptical of this option, as the point, as I see it, is to capture stable lexical meanings rather than the many things we can do with those meanings in the course of communication. But it is, nonetheless, an option.
There are issues here both technical and foundational. As I mentioned, we may wind up with partial or graded extensions, and face technical issues of how to work with them. We have a number of options at our disposal for doing so, but may seek to refine them for purposes of tracking categories. If we expect context to resolve graded categories into non-graded extensions, we would have to explain how to model that kind of effect. If we expect ad hoc concepts to provide the right categories, we would have to explain how and why. We also face some very fundamental questions about how our thoughts are able to divide the world into categories, and how sharply delineated those categories are. Noting these issues, I shall leave them to other occasions.
In light of uncertainty about just how extension will be fixed in less-thanfavorable cases, I have put the proposal that a concept contrains the value of a root variable. In favorable cases, I noted, it seems to fix the value, and in those cases, it seemed safe to simply propose that something falls in the extension if and only if it is in the category fixed by the concept. But more cautiously, we should require only the sufficient condition that if something falls determinately in a category, it is then in the extension. We might reinstate a stronger condition with the right modifications for graded categories, but I shall leave the official proposal the weaker one of a constraint on the value of a variable.
To conclude this section, let us look at the idea of a pointer one more time. In a lexical entry, we find a root. As we saw above, roots are typed. They might also be marked in other ways, perhaps selecting for categories like state, thing, etc. (cf. Jackendoff, 1990) . Otherwise they are linguistically atomic. My proposal is that roots are variables, which are mapped to concepts which function to constrain the values of those variables. This makes them pointers. As such, roots need not, and generally will not, reflect the internal structure by which concepts are represented cognitively. For semantic purposes, they thus function only as variables of the right type, and so, they appear as atomic.
This view accords well with the daily practice of doing compositional semantics. For most purposes, up to issues of typing or some selectional restrictions, we do treat roots simply as variables. We pass the job of explaining how they are fixed off to some other domain. In cases like the one we looked at, the appropriate domain seems to be that of cognitive psychology. The pointers view explains, I suggest, why this daily practice is really correct.
Metasemantics and Externalism
To explore this proposal further, I shall return to some of the issues surrounding externalism, and the idea that meanings should be cognitively thin, that we discussed in section 1. In preceding sections, we have seen reasons both for and against treating lexical meaning for predicates, specifically verbs, as cognitively thin. On the one hand, semantic composition runs off extensions, intensions, and so on, which are indeed cognitively thin. Likewise, the evidence currently suggests that the internal structure of mental representation is not the right kind of structure for semantic composition, and does not square easily with the project of truth-conditional semantics. Making meaning cognitively thin avoids those many problems. On the other hand, both theoretical, intuitive, and data-driven considerations indicate strong connections between meanings and concepts, as we reviewed briefly in section 2. And, we might add, in the case of causative verbs we looked at in detail, the role of concepts in fixing meanings seems natural. Unlike the main cases on which direct reference and related theories have focused, like names or demonstratives, these predicates do seem to have something to do with the ways we represent or think about categories or groups of individuals and the events they figure into.
The approach I have advocated here, including pointers to concepts and lexical packaging of those pointers, gives us a way to account for both sides; and I suggest, seems to get the balance right between cognitively thick and thin meanings for predicates.
26 Making roots pointers to concepts allows us to grant the many connections between word meaning and concepts, and provides a way in which a concept gives each lexical item its specific meaning; while at the same time having meaning behave just as cognitively thin theories would have it when it comes to semantic composition. More generally, the linguistic behavior of lexical meaning is in accord with cognitively thin views. In some cases we can and should have it both ways. I maintain that predicates, at least causative verbs, are just such cases.
The way having it both ways is achieved is by casting concepts in a role familiar from recent discussions of metasemantics. According to the pointers proposal, concepts fix, or constrain, the values of appropriately typed variables. The fixing of the value can be done by whatever means the concept itself can provide-prototypes, exemplars, theories, or anything else-but these are not part of the lexical meaning of the expression. Fixing the value of a variable is what we typically see as a metasemantic role. This observation began in discussions of reference, where it was observed that it is useful to distinguish the semantic value of a referring expression from how that value is fixed. According to direct reference theories, for instance, the semantic value of a name is just its bearer (and not, of course a Fregean sense); but the way that value is fixed might be complex, involving, perhaps, Kripkean (1980) social-causal chains, or other such mechanisms. So long as apparatus like causal chains are part of the metasemantics, telling us how the name gets is semantic value but not being part of that value, their use is entirely compatible with direct reference theory.
27 This same idea can easily be applied to expressions like demonstratives and indexicals, where questions of how much speakers' intentions versus e.g. overt pointing gestures are responsible for their referents become metasemantic questions. Many of these expressions function semantically like variables (though just which do is disputed). So, with these sorts of context-dependent expressions, we have a clear instance of the idea that semantically what is present is a variable, and there is a metasemantic question of how the value of that variable gets fixed or constrained. This is just what we see with lexical entries for predicates, according to the proposal I have made here.
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Casting concepts in a metasemantic role offers a way to give credit to the idea that lexical meanings are cognitively thin, or at least, to meet that idea half-way. As the structure of a concept functions metasemantically, it is not part of the meaning of an expression itself. So, how a concept is stored in memory, or manipulated in thinking, is not part of the meaning. This does not make lexical meaning as cognitively thin as direct reference theory would have it, but it does, I suggest, account for some of the problems that made direct reference theory attractive. But there remains a very large issue. Thin or not, as the theory applies to examples like kill above, it makes their extensions internally determined. In the example of kill, the extension of the root is fixed by a theory speakers mentally represent. That is packaged as a causative verb, but the determinant of the extension is still that theory. It is fixed by something not in the lexical meaning of the word, but still 'in the head'. The meaning is internalist, not externalist.
I should pause to say that this seems right to me for kill and for many verbs. If you encountered someone who thought you could not kill plants, because they fail to move, you would plausibly conclude they have a quirky meaning for kill or dead. As is entirely well known, conclusive reasons to prefer this to concluding they have strange views about the world are hard to find, but in this case, I simply note, we see little reason not to take the internalist option. My suspicion is the same holds for many verbs. The metasemantic approach I have suggested here allows us to take an internalist approach to verb meanings, and not load all aspects of the cognition of categories into those meanings. That, I think, is a good result.
Even if it is, it is clearly not right for some expressions. Following the lead of Putnam (1975a) , we have strong reasons to think that semantic externalism holds for natural kind terms, at least. So to take a familiar example, even if our concept of FISH is internally represented as a theory that classifies whales as fish, they are not, and should not fall in the extension.
29 The clear-
The semantic/metasemantic distinction applies naturally to context-dependent expressions, as Kaplan (1989) noted. It was extended explicitly by Stanley & Szabó (2000) and discussed extensively in my (2007) . Since then, the metasemantics of contextdependent expressions has become lively research area. See e.g. King (2014) .
29 Also, following the lead of Burge (1979) , we must also recognize that for many terms, notably technical terms, speakers may have little by way of mental representations to go with them, and will defer to experts. I shall not dwell on this issue here. See Higginbotham (1989) for some interesting suggestions about how to incorporate this kind of est cases of this are natural kind terms-which are common nouns-while I have been careful to note that my proposal may be restricted to specific classes of predicates, such as causative verbs. But nonetheless, I want to consider how an approach like mine might make room for semantic externalism where it is appropriate.
There are a range of options for how we might do so. One is to exploit some flexibility in the pointers and packaging approach. In the lexicon is a packaged root. According to this idea, roots function as a pointers, that enter into semantic composition as a variables whose values must be set. In the cases I considered, they are set by concepts. But it is open that some pointers' values are fixed differently. It is open that for expressions like fish, the root simply points to the kind, without mediation of the concept. As Putnam (1975a) originally noted, we can still have a mental representation to go with a term like this, but it could be inert for setting the value of the root variable. If this was so, it would mark a significant lexical difference between kind nouns like fish and verbs like kill. Indeed, there are differences between these terms, both semantically and in acquisition, so this is an option we should take seriously.
30 Of course, more needs to be said about how the facts would fix an extension (we still need a metasemantics!). Again following Putnam, we might concentrate on the role of samples in fixing extensions for kind terms.
Though this is an option, it is not the one I think is most promising. Another option is to pay more attention to the way we represent natural kinds. These representations, I suspect, themselves offer mechanisms that can link root variables to externally fixed classes.
The main idea here is what is known as psychological essentialism. This is the idea from work on the psychology of concepts and categorization that for kinds, our judgments take into account that kind membership is determined by the 'inner' nature of things. As Gelman (2003, p. 8) puts it, we think that these categories have "an underlying reality or true nature, shared by members of a category, that one cannot observe directly but that gives an object its identity and is responsible for other similarities that category members share."
31 There is a great deal of accumulated evidence for psychological essentialism for kinds (natural kinds, and perhaps some social and anti-individualism in to a semantic theory.
artifact kinds). More specifically, older children and adults know that certain properties are more important than others for kind membership (e.g. Barton & Komatsu, 1989; Keil, 1995; Prasada & Dillingham, 2006) , and younger children judge kind membership based on internal properties, not external appearance (e.g. Gelman & Wellman, 1991; Keil, 1989) . Both children and adults believe that kinds often have essential properties that are causally responsible for properties of their members (e.g. Gelman, 2003; Gelman & Hirschfeld, 1999; Medin, 1989; Medin & Ortony, 1989) . It is unclear how detailed knowledge of essential properties is. Sometimes it is thought to be not much more than a 'placeholder', in effect, like a variable (Medin & Ortony, 1989) . Psychological essentialism is, of course, a view about how we think about kinds, not a view about what the membership in those kinds really is. And, as we would expect, some of the claims of essentialism remain controversial (e.g. Ahn, 1998; Braisby et al., 1996; Lombrozo, 2009; Malt, 1994; Strevens, 2001) .
So, let us assume that psychological essentialism holds for the concepts linked to terms we most clearly want to treat as externalist, including natural kind terms. This suggests a mechanism by which an externally determined extension can result from a pointer to a concept. First, suppose it is part of our thinking about a kind that membership in it is determined by some underlying property, even though we may have little idea what that property might be. Then we can think that the relevant category is comprised of things that bear that property, whatever they may be. Hence, it may be part of our representations of certain categories that they have some such determining property. When we have pointers to concepts like this, the concept then in effect fixes the value of the relevant variable to be 'things that have the relevant property that makes them members of the kind ', but then leaves it up to the world provide the property and fix just what falls under it. The result is an externalist extension. We get it by way of the concept, though the concept does little work, except to direct us to the things that have some, possibly unknown, property. That passes the job of fixing an extension onto the worldly fact.
It is likely that this is not the whole story. Many psychological essentialists, notably Gelman (2003) , deny that essences fix category membership, partly because they doubt that there are necessary and sufficient conditions for category membership, and partly in response to problems raised by Braisby et al. (1996) and Malt (1994) . But what we really need to tell the sort of story I just did is for the concept to give instructions to bypass some features of the way it represents the category for purposes of fixing the value of a variable. If it is part of a representation that there is an underlying set of properties, perhaps unknown, that are causally responsible for the properties of members of the category, this could trigger the constraint that the value of the variable be things that bear the underlying properties, whether or not these are conceived by agents as fixing the category in question, or are merely just important to its nature. This constraint would enforce an externalist semantics for the term in question.
To illustrate, suppose we represent TIGER in terms of exemplars that are striped. But suppose that representation also encodes that there are some, perhaps unknown, properties that are casually responsible for tigers being what they are like: typically striped, territorial predators, etc. Then the concept might tell us that a key constraint for fixing the value of a root variable linked to it is having those unknown underlying properties, and this can trump being similar to exemplars in other ways. That is enough to have the value be constrained in an externalist fashion.
My main claim here is that there can be aspects of a concept itself that trigger externalist constraints on values of variables linked to it. Psychological essentialist thinking, I suggest, is a good clue to those triggers. It would be nice if the way that worked was that the concept encoded placeholders for essential but unknown properties fixing category membership. If that is not how we represent kinds, but rather just have a rich underlying causal structure, that still may be enough to trigger externalist constraints. The underlying properties responsible for this causal structure can be dominant constraints when it comes to fixing extensions. This will allow the extension fixed to disagree with people's judgements of category membership, when those judgments follow more superficial features of typical instances. That is a substantial form of externalism (though no doubt less than some views might have it). If this option is viable, then we may not need to have a lexical entry encode an instruction to skip the concept, and fix an externally determined extension. It might be the concept itself that tells the lexical entry to do that. Both options can offer at least some externalist effects for lexical meanings, when those are required. Thus, I suggest, both options can make some room for semantic externalism, in some cases.
We have just been considering the proposal that the structure of concepts to which roots point triggers externalist interpretations. This proposal holds that there are externalist effects for lexical meanings just where the roots of those meanings are mapped to concepts with the right structure. That structure is essentialist, I have proposed (but I have left open the possibility that some weaker causal structure might suffice). Kinds are good candidates for this, while, as I mentioned, other concepts seem not to be. The result would be that externalist semantics results from the nature of the concept to which a root points, not a special way of fixing the value of the root that is lexically encoded. I believe this avenue looks promising, and it is the view that I am tentatively endorsing here. Above I mentioned another option, that there are lexically encoded instructions to bypasses concepts in fixing pointers' values for some expressions. More needs to be done to determine which of these options is really right. The two options make different predications about variation in concepts and categorization versus variations in lexical structure, which I hope might turn out to be testable. Regardless, of which is right, both allow that typically roots are mapped to concepts, which are 'internal' mental representations, but also allow that in at least some cases extensions can depart from typical features specified by those representations.
Let me close this section by mentioning some questions that my proposal raises. First, It is unclear how far psychological essentialism extends, and so, what sorts of terms would get externalist semantics on my proposal. Specifically, it remains unclear whether psychological essentialism extends to artifact or social kinds. (See Gelman (2013) and Sloman & Malt (2003) for opposing views on this.) There also remain delicate issues about how the essentialist option I have proposed accounts for the modal status that externalists posit for extensions. It should be noted that there is evidence that at least for natural kinds, our representations are modally robust (see Rips (2001) for an overview), but questions about how that relates to metaphysical necessity are still open.
Above I took a basically internalist line about the meanings of verbs like kill, and I have contrasted it with the sort of meanings we might expect for natural kind terms. But we might also ask if some of the observations that support essentialism might also be employed to reduce, if to a limited extent, the effects of internalism in cases of verbs as well. As both Lance Rips and a referee asked, for instance, what of people who hold strong views that death is an initiation into the afterlife, as is central to many religions? What if those views cause people to contradict some of the components of (6)? The internalist idea is no doubt that at some point, we will reach enough differences to conclude that such a person really does have a different concept of death, and their word meaning is affected accordingly. That is the position I took above. But this conclusion can be put off to extreme cases. Concepts, even those which are not amenable to essentialist treatments, can involve highly structured representations, which can include parts of a theory that are more or less central. We tend to think of this as a causal organization in may cases, and the theories that form concepts are typically assumed to reflect causal or explanatory structure. Not all of a person's beliefs, and not all of their 'theory', needs to be part of this. Thus, people can indeed think that death is an initiation into the afterlife without having a concept with crucially different structure. They can also simply have a different concept. How to tell which is one of those vexed questions in philosophy. Even so, we need not jump to conclusions about differences in concepts, or differences in word meanings, at any sign of difference in beliefs, even if we take the basically internalist line for verbs I prefer.
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In a related vein, we might worry whether the kind of 'folk biology' in which the theory of DEATH I sketched is embedded might be wrong, just as our 'folk physics' turns out to be. The internalist response, which here I do endorse, is that this would show that we have ordinary concepts, and ordinary word meanings, which might express false beliefs. We can find these useful approximations, but might prefer more robust scientific ones if accuracy is at a premium.
Though the approach to the lexicon I am proposing here is internalist in its emphasis on concepts, it offers a way that at least some well-established externalist effects might be accounted for. I have suggested that for kind terms, an approach working through psychological essentialism might be the best option, though there are others. Indeed, one possibility we now have open is that different sorts of terms show externalist effects for different reasons, and in different ways. That is a possibility worth exploring too.
Conclusion
This paper has extended the pointers and packing approach I have developed elsewhere, by showing how lexical roots can be treated as variables, whose values are constrained by concepts to which they point. This reveals how concepts play a metasemantic role for predicates. More carefully, I have proposed that they do for at least some predicates, including causative verbs. This proposal offers several benefits. Most important to the discussion here, it allows us to explain how a concept can fix the specific meaning of a lexical item, while still allowing familiar forms of semantic composition that preclude concepts. But furthermore, it allows concepts to play this role, while being linguistically atomic. It also allows us to avoid writing too much cognitive detail, like how concepts are stored in memory, into the meanings of words. It thus captures well the balance between cognitive and purely linguistic factors we see in lexical meaning. The proposal indicates that some predicates receive internalist semantics, such as the causative verbs we examined above. But, it leaves open options for semantic externalism as well, perhaps via the psychological essentialist nature of the concepts linked to some lexical roots.
It is not easy to get the balance between cognitive, grammatical, and referential properties right for lexical meaning. As we discussed above, philosophers, linguists, and psychologists have offered drastically different views on what that balance should be. I have suggested that the pointers and packaging approach offers a useful way to address this difficult problem. My focus here has mostly been on how it allows us to invoke concepts while using standard forms of semantic composition. But more generally, I suspect that putting concepts in a metasemantic role helps achieve the delicate balance we require. We get close connections between lexical meanings and cognition, while not over-burdening the grammar with facts about wider cognition, and not impeding referential and compositional semantics. We also get a theoretically pleasing account of the interface between language proper and wider cognition. The approach allows us to keep important aspects of the disparate views that have been proposed. This makes me suspect it is on the right track.
